
Super-fast 
GPU & CPU 
video coding
Next generation products for professional broadcasting, 

video editing and image compression.



Long story, 
...compressed.

Trusted by

Comprimato was born from a unique idea of leveraging the power of GPU’s to speed-up 

video compression. What first started as a university project, led by Jiri Matela, quickly 

turned into a successful VC backed start-up.

Comprimato is super fast video processing software for Broadcast and OTT workflows. 

The Ultra HD video transcoding software leverages the supercomputing power of GPUs 

and CPUs to speed up video compression by 10x. Comprimato saves infrastructure costs 

by 70%, improves latency, enables new revenue streams through Ultra HD and High Dynamic 

Range (HDR) video.



Founded in 2013

Brno, Czech Republic

Customers 

in 20+ countries

Trusted by international 

investors

4.000+ hours

worked every month

3 software-only 

products successfully

launched

TOP 10 Start-up 2017 

by Forbes Czech Republic



Live TV streaming 
and broadcasting
We built next generation of the video processing solutions for broadcast and OTT delivery. 

With the focus on delivering new services to end users/viewers our software does “all-in-one” 

signal conversions and it is ready for OTT and IP broadcasting.

JPEG2000 Image solutions

Film & VFX video processing
Comprimato is on a mission to enable smooth playback and editing of UHD 8K and beyond,

bit-depth, network speed or video frame rate. We make video and VFX professional

post-production job easier.

We have the world’s fastest, standard compliant, JPEG2000 image software encoder and

decoder. Ideal for custom applications in Media & Entertainment video projects, large imagery

processing or medical image storage.



Executive team

Where do
we see
Comprimato?
We are enabling life-like viewing experience for next-generation video productions. 

We have pioneered GPU acceleration of video compression which we are offering 

to large video enterprises. Our goal is to shorten route towards new Ultra HD and 

360/VR video standards through smart and ultra fast video coding.
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